Automation Equipment for Today's Pharmacy

The CMD-300 is a secure automated medication storage and dispensing system that will free up valuable med shelf space, keep track of the quantity of medications in each bottle and securely store and deliver those medications to you on demand.

CMD-300
The CMD-300, Your Secure Automated Medication Storage and Dispensing System

The CMD-300 is a secure automated medication storage and dispensing system that will free up valuable medication shelf space, keep track of the quantity of medications in each bottle and securely store and deliver those medications to you on demand.

This system will store up to 300 bulk medication containers, freeing up valuable shelf and pharmacy storage space. Free up more space in your pharmacy for filling prescriptions without having to expand or move your pharmacy. When used with the Versi-Pack software, it makes it easy to fill vials, unit dose and multi-dose blister cards and hand filled prescriptions quickly and accurately.

CMD-300 Features

- Adjustable compartments for compact storage of smaller and larger medications
- Automatic and light directed inventory retrieval
- Automatic inventory control, alphabetical storage is discouraged to minimize selection of the wrong medication
- Adjustable vertical channels are available for storing larger quantities of fast moving medications
- Automatic and light directed inventory put away
- An automatic opening/closing access door provides safety and only allows access by authorized personnel
- If power is lost the side panels can be removed by authorized personnel to access the medications

- A receiving function will provide a bar code to be applied to each piece of medication. Scanning this barcode during dispensing can automatically provide:
  - Medication name
  - Manufacturer
  - NDC number
  - Unique medication Identifier number
  - Lot number
  - Expiration date
  - Medication strength
  - Storage Location
  - Product Quantity

The CMD-300 Benefits

- Dispense time is made up of seconds that turn into minutes and wasted time is reduced to a minimum when using the CMD thereby significantly reducing the dispense time per prescription. Less labor requirements increases profitability
- Reduced work area requirements can save wasted walking time and fatigue on personnel
- The CMD will provide safer compact storage of inventory along with providing documentation of who has accessed the unit, when and what was removed
- The CMD provides more productivity while helping the personnel select the right medication every time
- The selected product is brought to the operator and directed by light indicators, then a final scan will verify the proper selection has been made before allowing the door to close. This gives an additional check that the proper product has been removed
- Reduced floor space requirements for inventory provides addition work space
Convert your Pharmacy from a traditional Pharmacy to a CMD Pharmacy and double your Pharmacy's capacity immediately.

**CMD-300 Specifications**

1.) A Compact Medication Dispensing Module that Saves Space, Increases Safety, and Improves Productivity. It is designed for easy installation, it's dimensions are 72in (h) x 33in (w) x 30in (l).

2.) Power Requirements are 110VAC 15AMP
300

This system will store up to 300 bulk medication containers, freeing up valuable shelf and pharmacy storage space.
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